L'effet Doppler et le décalage vers le rouge en mécanique rationnelle: applications et verifications experimentales.
Shifts z and z' toward the red of the galaxy NGC 5668 for a beam of 21 cm, z measured in radioastronomy with a frequency meter and z' measured in optics with a spectrograph, not being equal, it follows that the speed of light from a galaxy c ' is not equal to that of a galaxy c which is measured on earth from stationary source. The Doppler empirical formula cannot be explained in classical mechanics since it is in contradiction with it. As for the theory of relativity c ' = c from a postulate and z' = z. If we consider the universe represented on a three-dimensional space (H), non-Euclidian, with Euclidian connection plunged in a Riemannine four-dimension space (E), a certain universal time, like that of an astronomer, can be defined and its course calculated in relation to this time: it will necessarily be confounded with the atomic clock time, but c ' not equal c and z' not equal z: the Doppler formula is not accurate. However, c ' and c as well as z' and z are so close in all the experiments carried out on earth, even when an artificial satellite is used, that the errors made in using the Doppler formula are clearly inferior to experimental errors.